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This infographic is sourced from Luth Research’s patent-pending ZQ Intelligence™ behavioral data. 
ZQ Intelligence provides a robust view of consumer behaviors across computer and mobile devices, 

including in-depth search term analysis.

Leveraging Luth Research’s patent-pending ZQ Intelligence™ behavioral data, 
we examined search, app, and web activity to identify life moments big and 
small that motivate consumers to evaluate their auto insurance coverage. In the 
following, we provide three real-life examples of these scenarios unfolding. The 
information provides a glimpse into the why and how of exploring and perhaps 
buying auto insurance.
These scenarios involve real people dealing with complex life issues, like 
insuring an adult offspring, moving to another state, or finding a good deal with 
damaged credit. They also involve the regular everyday occurrence of 
consumers maintaining their current policies, while often checking to ensure 
that they are getting the best deal. These scenarios exemplify today’s auto 
insurance shoppers and can be used to better understand and meet potential 
customers where they are on their journey.
At a high level, over 5 million page views were analyzed for relevance regarding 
auto insurance evaluation and purchase. Within these page views, three 
important and distinct modes of behaviors are identified, providing insurers 
fresh opportunities to influence consumer decisions and perceptions.
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Capture all possible search variations. Utilize Broad Match 
Modified Keywords to capture searchers using long tail 
queries for topics like policy details.

KNOWLEDGE SEEKING MODE
Investigation and comparison, including needs and budget

MILESTONES DURING THE JOURNEY

PURCHASE MODE
Evaluate, select an insurance provider and make the purchase based on changing needs

MAINTENANCE MODE
Bill pay, with occasional market checks to save money

TIME

42
RELEVANT 
SITE VISITS

13
AGGREGATORS

VISITED

41
RELEVANT 
SEARCHES

33
BRANDED SEARCHES 

INVOLVING 4 BRANDS

About: 
38 years old, lives in Indiana
Employed full time
HH income $50-$75K

Top online stops:  
Email:    Outlook
Social:    Facebook
Shopping:         Amazon

BETHANY
A Millennial Knowledge-Seeker

KNOWLEDGE SEEKING

About: 
47 years old, lives in Arkansas
Works full time
HH income $25-$35K

Top online stops:  
News and info:   Drudge Report
Email:     Gmail
Shopping:           Amazon

JIM
Middle-aged Guy Shops Insurers to Save

KNOWLEDGE SEEKING

PURCHASE MODE

PURCHASE MODE

MAINTENANCE MODE 

MAINTENANCE MODE 

MAINTENANCE MODE 

About: 
61 years old, lives in Florida
Retired
HH income $50-75K

Top online stops:  
Shopping:   eBay and Amazon
Real Estate:   Trulia and Zillow
Social:           Facebook

MJ
Complex Changes for an Empty Nester

KNOWLEDGE SEEKING

Utilize Custom Audiences to personalize ad copy for current 
customers. Cross-sell other offerings or feature retention 
messaging for those researching competitors.

Reach those ready to buy with In-market Audiences. Target 
Auto Insurance categories and test similar lists like Motor 
Vehicles.

Go beyond remarketing lists based on site visitors. Refine 
lists and messaging as consumers move through the funnel.

Educate searchers and build trust in your brand. Feature 
frequently asked questions, reviews or local branch locations 
with Ad Extensions.

TIPS FOR SEARCH MARKETERS

MINUTES 
AVERAGE LENGTH OF VISIT TO 
AN INSURANCE SITE OR APP
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15
RELEVANT 
SITE VISITS

9
AGGREGATORS
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15
RELEVANT 
SEARCHES

8
BRANDED SEARCHES 

INVOLVING 2 BRANDS

MINUTES 
AVERAGE LENGTH OF VISIT TO 
AN INSURANCE SITE OR APP

9

TIME

30
RELEVANT 
SITE VISITS

16
AGGREGATORS

VISITED

50
RELEVANT 
SEARCHES

37
BRANDED SEARCHES 

INVOLVING 7 BRANDS

MINUTES 
AVERAGE LENGTH OF VISIT TO 
AN INSURANCE SITE OR APP
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Uses general search terms

Three consumer profiles: search, app, and web activity that identify life 
moments that motivate evaluation of auto insurance coverage

Takes action beyond information gathering

Insurer brand

How to unlink checking account on [insurer’s] web site

Insurance quote

Auto insurers

How long can a child stay on auto insurance

Is it legal for insurance companies to base rate off 
credit report

cheap car insurance IN

car insurance Indiana

cheap auto insurance Indiana

online auto insurance

auto insurance 25 yrs old

collision or comprehensive coverage

compare auto insurance quotes

what is the best rated auto insurance comparison site

what is the best rated anonymous auto insurance 
comparison site

consumer affairs auto insurance

BETHANY

JIM

MJ

Reach auto insurance searchers throughout their journey

Completes a form, pays and hits their online activation page
Searches existing insurer, terminates coverage

Online payments every two weeks

Due diligence - visits aggregators and insurers

Searching multiple brands
Visiting aggregators 
Reading content

Scans marketing email from competitive insurer
Clicks the link, enters information 
Reads their response

Visits a familiar insurer, fills out form
Bounces between incumbent and challenger

Searches “how to unlink checking account on [insurer’s] web site

Fills out form 
Receives congratulations email

Performs due diligence, explores options 
Bounces among insurers and aggregators, comparing rates

Clicks link in email, fills out aggregator’s form

Must transfer plates and registration to FL

Insures her adult child 
Needs to know if coverage terminates with age

Researches auto insurers
Fills in a competing insurer’s form then abandons 

Due diligence 
Maintains the incumbent insurer

Competing on price is expected
Deeper opportunity is earning Jim’s trust and loyalty

bad credit auto refinance

[Brand] supplemental auto break down repair

[Brand] customer reviews 

[Brand] insurance quote
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Auto Insurance Online 
Path to Purchase

A Framework for Understanding 
the Digital Journey

https://advertise.bingads.microsoft.com/en-us/solutions/ad-products/ad-extensions

https://help.bingads.microsoft.com/apex/index/3/en-us/50817#!

https://help.bingads.microsoft.com/apex/index/3/en-us/50817#!

https://advertise.bingads.microsoft.com/en-us/solutions/audience-targeting/in-market-audiences

https://advertise.bingads.microsoft.com/en-us/solutions/audience-targeting/remarketing

https://advertise.bingads.microsoft.com/en-us/solutions/audience-targeting/custom-audiences


